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                 English                
                 Announcements We've been off to a great start so far! Just as a reminder to anyone that has not yet submitted a discussion post to the 1-3 discussion area in Mindedge, please do so by Thursday night.                Announcements We've been off to a great start so far! Just as a reminder to anyone that has not yet submitted a discussion post to the 1-3 discussion area in Mindedge, please do so by Thursday night.

                  ENG 12 3 Discussion Rubric Your active participation in the discussion forum s is essential to your overal l success this term. Discussion questions are designed to help you make meaningful  connections between the course content and the larger concepts and g oals of the course. These discussions offer you the opportunity to express your own  thoughts, ask questions for clarification, and gain insight from your classmates’ responses and instructor’s guidance.   Requirements for Discussion Board Assignments  Studen ts are required to post one initial post (1) and to follow up with at least two (2) response posts for each discussion board assignment.   For your i nitial post (1) you must :    Compose a post that fully addresses the assignment prompt.   In Module One, comple te the initial post by Thursday at 11:59 p.m.  Eastern T ime.   In Module Six, complete the initial post by Thursday at 11:59 p.m. of your local time zone.   Take into consideration material such as course content from the current module and previous modules, wh en appropriate.   For your r esponse posts (2) you must :   Reply to at least two different classmates outside of your own initial post thread.   In Module One, complete the two response posts by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Eastern T ime.   In Module Six, complete the tw o response posts by Sunday at 11:59  p.m. of your local time zone.   Demonstrate more depth and thought than simply stating that "I agree" or "You are wrong." Guidance is provided for you in each  discussion prompt .   Critical Elements  Exemplary ( 100% ) Profici ent (85% ) Needs Improvement ( 55 %) Not Evident (0% ) Value  Prompt  Fully addresses assignment  prompt , connecting personal  experience and reflection in a rich, detailed, engaging manner  Fully addresses assignment prompt , connecting personal  experience and re flection in an  engaging manner  Addresses assignment prompt, but there are holes or gaps in describing and reflecting on one’s personal experience  Does not address assignment prompt  20  Comprehension Develops an initial post with an  organized, clear point of view or  idea using rich and significant detail  Develops a n initial post with a  point of view or idea using adequate organization and detail  Develops a n initial post with a  point of view or idea but with some gaps in organization and  detail  Does not develop an initial post  with an organized point of view  or idea 25  T imeliness   Submits initial post on time (100%)  Submits initial post one day late (55%)  Submits initial post two or more days late (0%)  10  Engagement  Provides relevant and meaningful  res ponse posts with clarifying  explanation and de tai l  Provides relevant response posts  with some explanation and detail Provides response posts with  some explanation and detail that  may lack connection to original post   Provides response posts that are  gen eric wi th little explanation or  detail 25  Writing  (Mechanics)  Write s posts that are easily  understood , clear , and concise ,  using proper citation methods  where applicable with no errors  in citation s  Write s posts that are easily  understood using proper c itation  methods where applicable with few errors in citation s  Writes posts that are  understandable using proper  citation methods where applicable with a number of  errors in citation s  Writes posts that o thers are not  able to understand and does not  use pr oper citation methods  where applicable 20  Earned Total  100%   
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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